| **MRN:** Medical Record Number - the MRN is unique to each patient and stays the same each time the patient visits an AH hospital or clinic.  
**Acct #:** Account number, also called the FIN (Financial #). This is unique for each Encounter (visit).  
**Cross Org Info:** Cross Organizational Info – “Yes” indicates the patient has records at another AH facility outside of your region. Call the support center if assistance is needed to “break the glass” to see those records.  
**Enctr Facility:** The hospital or clinic where the Encounter you are viewing occurred.  
**Code Status:** Displays the latest code order. If this area is blank, ensure you follow up to obtain the appropriate order ASAP.  
**Isolation Status:** Displays the latest documentation in the IView Infection Control section (initially it pulls from the PDP). Ensure it matches the isolation status order.  
**Weight:** Displays the latest entry in the IView Measurements section (initially it pulls from the PDP).  
**Allergy Information:** Displays an allergy status – (Allergies, NKA, or Allergies Not Recorded). Click the status to open the Allergy Tool to review or document allergies.  
**Visit Type – “Inpatient [Active]”:** Shows if the patient is Inpatient, Observation, Outpatient etc., and if the encounter is Active, Pre-admit or Discharged. **Note:** you will be unable to access or chart certain items depending on this status.  
**My Adventist Health:** Indicates if the patient has a patient portal account.  
**Loc:** Location. Shows unit; room; bed number for the currently opened Encounter. It also links to a list of Encounters.  
**Readmission Risk:** This only appears if the patient is a high risk for readmission. Work with case management to ensure high risk patients receive the appropriate support.  
**HIDDEN TREASURE!** Just like Allergies and Location, the Patient Name links to more information. Need a phone number for a call back? Click the name! |